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ANTIMATTER GAMES

DEEPWARS
Scheduled to ship in January 2014.

ANCIENTS OF ATALAN CONJUROR OF THE Ethers
AMG DW3011..........................$9.99

ANCIENTS OF ATALAN HYDRAFORM LIGHT COMBAT MECH
AMG DW3012..........................$19.99

ANCIENTS OF ATALAN RECONNAISSANCE SCOUT
AMG DW3013..........................$19.99

KEY
There are symbols and terms found throughout Game Trade Magazine. They mean the following:

Offered Again (O/A)
These items have been offered before in Game Trade Magazine and are available again for you to order. Don’t forget to order what you missed the first time.

PI
Your store will set the price for all items labeled “PI.” Check with your retailer.

ANTIMATTER GAMES

GAMES

GODLIKE RPG:
THE COURTYARD OF HELL
It’s late December, 1943, just after the bloody crossing of the Mara River. The players’ superpowered Talents accompany the soldiers of the 2nd Brigade, the Loyal Edmonton Regiment, the Seaforth Highlanders of Canada, and Princess Patricia’s Canadian Light Infantry, as they attempt to wrest the town of Ortona from a regiment of elite German para troopers. It’s a battle so ferocious that Churchill will call it “Little Stalingrad.” It’s a battle that the survivors will never forget! The Courtyard of Hell is an adventure campaign for GODLIKE: Superhero Roleplaying in a World on Fire. Scheduled to ship in October 2013. PSI AP1010..........................$29.95

GALAXY DEFENDERS: CORE SET
We have been chosen! We have been trained! We are ready to fight! We are the last hope! Engage the enemy with extreme prejudice! Featuring a fast-playing combat system using custom, engraved 10-sided dice, Galaxy Defenders is a cooperative, tactical board game in which up to five players fight together against an incoming alien menace. Galaxy Defenders comes complete with 28 highly detailed plastic figures, six modular map tiles, and hundreds of counters and cards featuring equipment, skills, aliens, and more! Scheduled to ship in November 2013. AGS GRP001..........................$89.90

GALAXY DEFENDERS: ELITE ALIEN ARMY
Elite alien troopers landed on our planet...prepare yourself for war! The Elite Alien Army includes the most powerful version of six different alien creatures: ferocious Spine Critters, regenerating Xeno-Betas, fearsome Xeno-Alpha, dangerous spider-like Arcaros, the psionic Xeno-Grey, and the bio-mechanical Nexus. Each different alien is a unique opponent, accompanied by its own Artificial Intelligence card that details its behavior on the battlefield. Scheduled to ship in November 2013. AGS GRP002..........................$29.90

If you are interested in what you see on these pages, ask your local retailer to reserve it for you!
**SAILS OF GLORY**
Scheduled to ship in November 2013.

**ADDITIONAL COUNTER SET**
AGS SGN506A .......................... $12.90

**ADDITIONAL SHIP MATS**
AGS SGN505A .......................... $9.90

**DAMAGE COUNTER BAGS**
AGS SGN504Z .......................... $24.90

**GAME MAT**
This extra-thick, 26" x 39", modular gaming surface is designed to be used with the tactical, ship-to-ship game system, but is also suitable for use with any other naval wargaming rules set.
AGS SGN503A .......................... $19.90

**TERRAIN PACK - COASTAL BATTERIES**
This expansion for Sails of Glory includes six different, modular coastal batteries elements and five battery bags.
AGS SGN502A .......................... $12.90

---

**WINGS OF GLORY**
**OFFERED AGAIN**

**O/A NAKAJIMA KI-84 HAYATE (52 SENTAI)**
AGS WGS108C .......................... $14.90

**O/A NAKAJIMA KI-84 HAYATE (FUJIMOTO)**
AGS WGS108A .......................... $14.90

---

**SPOTLIGHT ON**

**NATIONS**
Become the most powerful Nation on earth! How will you lead your Nation? Conserve your resources, or spend on military? Send your people to work, or invest in their national heritage? Avoid famine and war, hire workers and architects, and raise wonders that will stand the test of time.
In the end, only one Nation can rise to the top! Scheduled to ship in November 2013.
ASM NAT01 ............................. $99.99

**ORIGIN**
Survive and thrive in the birthplace of civilization in Origin! Starting with a few, small tribesmen, build up your people and expand across the globe. Evolve and explore as you claim straits and hunting grounds, establish villages, and uncover innovations like fire and stonecrafc.
Scheduled to ship in November 2013.
ASM ORIG01 ............................. $49.99

**PROSPERITY**
Co-designed by renowned game designer Reiner Knizia! Balance the needs of your nation against the cost of progress, and lead your country to an age of prosperity!
Manage a country on the rise as it discovers new technologies, builds new roads, invests its capital, and balances its needs against its environmental impact in Prosperity.
Scheduled to ship in November 2013.
ASM PROS01 ............................. $49.99

---

**ECLIPSE: SHIP PACK ONE EXPANSION**
New discoveries await you in this exciting expansion for the award-winning Eclipse, with powerful new technology, ancient alien vessels, and two new species. Try the new turn order variant, explore the new outer sector, and win power for your faction through judicious use of the security council. Best of all, the Eclipse Ship Pack One includes 108 new plastic models, enough for every player to have different ships on the board!
Scheduled to ship in November 2013.
ASM ECL03 ............................. $59.99

**C3K: CREATURES CROSSOVER CYCLESSES / KEMET**
Send the mighty Kraken down the River Nile to bolster your armies, or bring the fiery Phoenix to battle to resurrect your fallen warriors. The creatures of Egypt invade CyCleses, while the Mythological monsters of Greece descend on the land of Kemet in C3K! This expansion allows players to use the miniatures from CyCleses in their games of Kemet, and unleash the Egyptian creatures of Kemet upon the battlescape of CyCleses, providing new powers, abilities, and prospects!
Scheduled to ship in November 2013.
ASM C3K01 ............................. $14.99

---

**ASMODEE EDITIONS**

**BERSERK: WAR OF THE REALMS**
Berserk: War of the Realms, the most popular customizable card game in Russia, makes its English-language debut! The hero Arhaal has unleashed Uggud, the Ancient Evil! Magical crystals rain from the sky, and fierce warriors battle for the power they hold. Assemble your forces and drive the enemy before you, be they orc or elf, demon or saint. Berserk: War of the Realms comes complete with opposing 30-card Dark Forces, Fire, Forest, Mountain, Plains, and Swamp decks, plus 63 cards for customizing, a rulebook, two game boards, two reference cards, two six-sided dice, damage and effect tokens, and a comic strip.
Scheduled to ship in November 2013.
ASM BES01 ............................. $49.99

**EXPEDITION NORTHWEST PASSAGE**
In 1845, Sir John Franklin led an expedition to discover the route that would connect the Pacific and Atlantic. When he disappeared, explorers from Britain and America set out to find the missing voyage and succeed where Franklin failed by finding the Northwest Passage. Be the first to discover and chart the route to the Pacific to earn the prestige you need to bring victory for your team!
Scheduled to ship in November 2013.
ASM NWPO1 ............................. $49.99

---

**3D PRINTS**

**3D Printed Terrain**
This 3D printed terrain can be used with any miniatures game that uses a tactical gaming surface. It includes six different, modular battery elements and five battery bags.
AGS SGN502A .......................... $12.90

**3D Printed Game Mat**
This extra-thick, 26" x 39", modular gaming surface is designed to be used with the tactical, ship-to-ship game system, but is also suitable for use with any other naval wargaming rules set.
AGS SGN503A .......................... $19.90
**SKULL AND ROSES: SKULL (NEW EDITION)**

An ancient game of ornate skulls and dangerous roses, Skull and Roses is simple to learn but dangerously difficult to win. You must bluff, lie, and pierce through the deceptions to expose the roses. But be wary! If you happen across a skull, the consequences are dire! Scheduled to ship in November 2013.

ASM SKR01N.............................$24.99

---

**BATTLE BUNKER GAMES**

**SEAS OF IRON**

Seas of Iron is a battleship combat game set during the height of the Battleships reign around the time of World War II and early 20th Century where players attempt to combat and eliminate each others ships to be the undisputed king of the seas. Scheduled to ship in December 2013.

IMP BBG1100.............................$24.95

---

**DICE TOWER: KNOCKDOWN ELEMENTAL ACTION**

Showcasing original art by Justine Lerma, the handy and durable Knockdown Dice Tower - Elemental Action is designed for ease of assembly and fits snugly in your gaming box or bag. Scheduled to ship in November 2013.

IMP BPNI1302.............................$20.00

---

**CORVUS BELL**

**INFINITY 28MM MINIATURES**

**O/A THE DUKE: MUSKETEERS EXPANSION PACK**

All For One, One For All! This tile expansion for The Duke features the four musketeers (D’Aragnon, Athos, Porthos and Aramis) and Richlieu, de Winter, and Rochforte. Scheduled to ship in October 2013.

PSI CAT13002.............................$11.95

---

**OFFERED AGAIN**

**Catalyst Game Labs**

**BattleTech: Hexpack - Tactical Operations Counters**

Scheduled to ship in October 2013.

PSI CAT35143 .........................$29.99

**BattleTech: Historical - Wars of the Republic Era**

Historical: Wars of the Republic Era describes the border conflicts that inevitably erupted in the decades after the Ward of Blake Jihad. Covering the largest of these conflicts in particular - including the Second Combine-Dominion War, the Victoria War, and the Republic of the Sphere’s own war against the Capellan Confederation - this book provides a hard look at the early years of what would come to be known as the Dark Age Era. Scheduled to ship in October 2013.

PSI CAT35234 .........................$34.99

---

**Made in USA**
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![The Lord of the Rings: Return of the King Deck-Building Game](image)

**The Lord of the Rings: Return of the King Deck-Building Game**

Journey’s End! In The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King Deck-building Game, players take on the role of Frodo, Legolas, Aragorn, or one of their brave and heroic allies in the struggle against the forces of the Dark Lord Sauron! While you begin armed only with basic combat maneuvers, you will add new, more powerful cards to your deck as you go. Your goal: defeat the deadly forces that serve Sauron as you make your way towards Mount Doom in your quest to destroy The One Ring. Fully compatible with The Fellowship of the Ring and The Two Towers Deck-building Games, The Lord of the Ring: The Return of the King Deck-building Game allows players to custom create their own unique Lord of the Rings deck-building game experience using cards from all three games. Scheduled to ship in February 2014.

CZE 01704 ........................................... $40.00

---

**O/A Ticket to Ride Asia: Map Collection Volume 1**

In Ticket to Ride Asia, you’ll embark on an incredible adventure in Alan R. Moon’s Team Asia map as you and a partner compete against other teams on a 25,000 km wild ride from Kabul to Beijing, through the steppes of Mongolia and the Gobi desert up to the Yellow River!

DOW 720113 ........................................... $35.00

**O/A Ticket to Ride: Europe**

Ticket to Ride - Europe takes players on a train ride to the great cities of Europe. More than just a new map, Ticket to Ride - Europe features brand-new gameplay elements including Tunnels, Ferries, and Train Stations, plus they’ve upgraded with larger cards, new Train Station game pieces, and a lavishly illustrated gameboard.

DOW 7202 ........................................... $50.00

---

**Victoria: Streets of Shadow**

With the war in the Crimea going badly for the British, the rumor of conscription has sent anarchists into the street. Against the backdrop of social unrest and increasing danger, a web of troubles grows, culminating in a fearsome threat to the entire city. Streets of Shadow is a decalogy of adventures that take the characters from a mysterious mining dispute in Northern England to numerous threats within the city, all woven together in a web of coincidence and connection. Scheduled to ship in October 2013.

PSI CB7212 ........................................... $24.99

---

**O/A Ticket to Ride India: Map Collection Volume 2**

Embark on a tour of one of the most densely populated and colorful countries of the world with Ticket to Ride India, Volume 2 of the Ticket to Ride Map Collection.

DOW 720114 ........................................... $30.00
Mayfair Games

Play, Laugh, Be Friends

Bacchus’ Banquet™
MFG4106

Nuns on the Run™
MFG4117

Whitewater™
MFG4129

Made in USA

Find Your Store

www.mayfairgames.com

Copyright © Mayfair Games, Inc. 2013

O/A Ticket to Ride: Marklin Edition
Winner of the prestigious “Spiel des Jahres” International Game Award! Created in partnership with Marklin, the world leader in model railroading, this edition of Ticket to Ride encourages players to collect sets of train cards enabling them to claim railway routes and fulfill their Destination Tickets by connecting distant cities across a map of Germany.

DOW 7205................................. $50.00

O/A Ticket to Ride: Monster Expansion
Meet Alvin the Alien and Dexter the Dino - two wacky Ticket to Ride characters who stomp your opponents and zap their tickets in this fun, yet challenging expansion. Alvin & Dexter turn any destination they inhabit into a City in Chaos, blocking routes from being built there!

DOW 720112............................. $13.00

O/A Ticket to Ride: Nordic Countries
Ticket to Ride: Nordic Countries takes you on a Nordic adventure through Denmark, Finland, Norway, and Sweden as you travel to the great northern cities of Copenhagen, Oslo, Helsinki, and Stockholm.

DOW 7208.............. $50.00

O/A Ticket to Ride: USA 1910 Expansion
This expansion for Ticket to Ride features 35 new Destination Tickets, a new “Globe Trotter” bonus card for completing the most tickets, plus a replacement deck of all the cards from the original game deck. Also included is a new rulebook that gives Ticket to Ride

DOW 7216............................. $20.00

If you are interested in what you see on these pages, ask your local retailer to reserve it for you!
**Spotlight On**

**Descent Journeys in the Dark 2nd Edition: Lieutenant Packs**

With Lieutenant Packs for Descent Journeys in the Dark Second Edition, you can replace the game’s lieutenant tokens and bring the overlord’s most powerful agents to life. Moreover, it includes a plot deck and rules that allow the overlord to pursue devious new strategies. Scheduled to ship in January 2014.

- **Ariad**
  - FFG DJ18
  - $8.95

- **Bol Gorenth the Troll**
  - FFG DJ20
  - $14.95

- **Queen Ariad**
  - FFG DJ19
  - $14.95

- **Raythen**
  - FFG DJ16
  - $14.95

- **Serena**
  - FFG DJ17
  - $14.95

**Star Wars: Art Sleeves (50)**

Six new Star Wars Art Sleeve designs from Fantasy Flight Supply offer players tremendous protection for their cards and captures the excitement of several iconic characters and moments from the classic Star Wars trilogy. Each pack includes 50 durable card sleeves. Scheduled to ship in January 2014.

- **Jabba the Hutt**
  - FFG SW518
  - $4.99

- **Power of the Dark Side**
  - FFG SW514
  - $4.99

- **Power of the Light Side**
  - FFG SW515
  - $4.99

**Star Wars RPG: Edge of the Empire Dangerous Covenants Sourcebook**

A supplement for the Star Wars: Edge of the Empire Roleplaying Game, Dangerous Covenants features new content for the Hired Gun career, including all-new specializations, talents, and signature abilities, while all players will benefit from new character, vehicle, and equipment options. Scheduled to ship in January 2014.

- FFG SWE08 ............... $29.95

**Featured Item**

**Star Wars Art Sleeves (50)**

Six new Star Wars Art Sleeve designs from Fantasy Flight Supply offer players tremendous protection for their cards and captures the excitement of several iconic characters and moments from the classic Star Wars trilogy. Each pack includes 50 durable card sleeves. Scheduled to ship in January 2014.

- **Jabba the Hutt**
  - FFG SW518
  - $4.99

- **Power of the Dark Side**
  - FFG SW514
  - $4.99

- **Power of the Light Side**
  - FFG SW515
  - $4.99

**Star Wars LCG: Lure of the Dark Side Force Pack**

Explore the mysteries of the Force with Lure of the Dark Side, the second Force Pack in the Echoes of the Force Cycle for Star Wars: The Card Game. Its ten objective sets introduce vital new units, events, and enhancements. Whether players rise above the enticements of the dark side or give in to the lure of easy power, they’ll find new fate cards that can change battles forever. Additionally, new heroes and villains, like Dash Rendar and Mara Jade, reward their devotion to the Force. Scheduled to ship in January 2014.

- FFG SWC11 ............... $14.95

**Spotlight On**

**Android Netrunner LCG: Double Time Data Pack**

Will you sacrifice versatility for raw power? It’s time to Double down! The sixth and final Data Pack in the Spin Cycle for Android: Netrunner, Double Time focuses on the game’s powerful Double events and operations. Doubles are high-risk gambles in a game as full of Bluffs, counter-bluffs, risks, and gambles as Android: Netrunner, and players will find seven new Doubles mixed with hardware, programs, ice, upgrades, and more. Scheduled to ship in January 2014.

- FFG ADN14 ............... $14.95

**Android Netrunner LCG: The Stone of Erech Standalone Quest**

In The Stone of Erech, a standalone scenario for The Lord of the Rings: The Card Game, Middle-earth’s greatest heroes must explore the haunted Hill of Erech to find the missing boy, Deruin. The pack’s fifty-one cards, including three quest cards and forty-five encounter cards, introduce a host of terrifying, undead Oathbreakers and innovative mechanics to track the deepening stages of night. Scheduled to ship in January 2014.

- FFG MEC33 ............... $14.95

**Fireforge Games**

**On Sale Again**

- **O/A Templar Infantry**
  - FFG006

- **O/A Teutonic Infantry**
  - FFG005
**Warhammer: Dark Elves Army Book**

Detailing the tragic story of the rise of the Dark Elves, their grand betrayal and subsequent Sundering from their High Elf kin, this Warhammer army book also contains a description of, and rules for, the forces of the Dark Elves, their monstrous beasts of war, their dark-hearted warriors, and their special characters, plus a stunning showcase of Dark Elf Citadel miniatures expertly painted by the ‘Eavy Metal team, and a comprehensive army list to help you muster your Dark Elf collection into a battle-ready force. Scheduled to ship in October 2013.

GAW 85-01-60 .................................. $49.50

---

**Buccaneer Bones**

WAP 40102  MSRP: $9.95

For 1 - 4 players, ages 8 and up. Playing time is 10 - 15 minutes. Box size is 5.5” x 4” x 1.5”.

Game Components:
- 4 Player Maps
- 24 Ship Markers in 4 colors
- 12 Treasure Tokens
- 6 Bones (Dice)
- 4 First Mate Pawns
- Rules in 4 languages

Custom Urria Stone Plastic pieces! (similar to Backgammon Tiles)
Zombies roam the earth... and they're hungry! A survival board game set in a post-apocalyptic wasteland, players in Zpocalypse start in a basement/ fallout shelter which can lead out to several base locations, or even through the tunnels to sewer grates throughout the modular board. Utilizing combat, tactics, resource collecting, character development, team play, and strategy, the survivors endeavor to make it day-to-day in a world torn asunder by the walking dead. Scheduled to ship in November 2013. GBR 0001 .................. $60.00

ZPOCALYPSE: AFTERTHROW FORTIFICATIONS

This Fortification Pack includes 41 miniature fortifications for use with Zpocalypse or any other post-apocalyptic tabletop campaign. Scheduled to ship in November 2013. GBR 0013 .................. $40.00

ZPOCALYPSE: CORE GAME

Zombies roam the earth... and they're hungry! A survival board game set in a post-apocalyptic wasteland, players in Zpocalypse start in a basement/fallout shelter which can lead out to several base locations, or even through the tunnels to sewer grates throughout the modular board. Utilizing combat, tactics, resource collecting, character development, team play, and strategy, the survivors endeavor to make it day-to-day in a world torn asunder by the walking dead. Scheduled to ship in November 2013. GBR 0001 .................. $60.00

GFT OFFERED AGAIN

France '40

France '40 features two games: “Sickle Cut: Guderian’s Drive to the Channel,” covering the crucial week in May 1940 when the German army broke the French line on the Meuse and raced to the sea at Abbeville, and “Dynamo: Retreat to Victory,” focusing on the British withdrawal to Dunkirk and the inevitable evacuation. Scheduled to ship in October 2013. GMT 1318 .................. $55.00

GAMES
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YU-GI-OH! TCG: LEGACY OF THE VALIANT
BOOSTER DISPLAY (24)
Infuse your Decks with the strength of the very land itself with Legacy of the Valiant, a 100-card expansion for the Yu-Gi-Oh! Trading Card Game! Excavate new strategies from the tombs of ancient kings with the biggest Excavate new strategies from the Yu-Gi-Oh! Trading Card Game

PENGUIN DICE (16MM)
Scheduled to ship in January 2014.
KOP 17951 .................................. $0.80

LEGION EVENTS

DRAGON DICE (16MM)
Scheduled to ship in January 2014.
BLACK
KOP 00483 .................................. $0.80
RED
KOP 00484 .................................. $0.80
YELLOW
KOP 00485 .................................. $0.80

KOPLOW GAMES

ELDER DRAGON HIDE BINDER
Scheduled to ship in October 2013.
BLACK
LGN BN9PHB .................................. PI
BLUE
LGN BN9PHU .................................. PI
GOLD
LGN BN9PHO .................................. PI
GREEN
LGN BN9PHG .................................. PI
RED
LGN BN9PHR .................................. PI
WHITE
LGN BN9PHW .................................. PI

ICONIC BOLT
Scheduled to ship in October 2013.
ART SLEEVES (50)
LGN ART122 .................................. PI
DECK BOX
LGN BOX122 .................................. PI

16MM DICE GEAR 1-6 (12)
Scheduled to ship in February 2014.
LSC DIC-001 ...................................... $4.49

COG GEAR (15)
(8MM TO 16MM)
Scheduled to ship in February 2014.
LSC STM-008 ...................................... $2.49

SPUR GEAR
Scheduled to ship in February 2014.
ARMY PACK (75)
(8MM TO 16MM)
LSC STM-020 ...................................... $7.99

BOX (15) (8MM TO 16MM)
LSC STM-019 ...................................... $2.49

SPUR GEAR (15)
(8MM TO 16MM)
LSC STM-015 ...................................... $2.49

LONG (15) (8MM TO 16MM)
LSC STM-014 ...................................... $2.49

SPRAL (15) (8MM TO 16MM)
LSC STM-018 ...................................... $2.49

SPOKES (15) (6MM TO 16MM)
LSC STM-016 ...................................... $2.49

SUITE COG GEAR
(8MM TO 16MM)
Scheduled to ship in February 2014.
ARMY PACK (75)
LSC STM-013 ...................................... $7.99

CLUB (15)
LSC STM-012 ...................................... $2.49

DIAMOND (15)
LSC STM-010 ...................................... $2.49

HEART (15)
LSC STM-009 ...................................... $2.49

SPade (15)
LSC STM-011 ...................................... $2.49
**Disc World**

Anhk Morpork™
MFG3305

**Witches™**
MFG3310

Play Punny every day!

Made in USA
Find Your Store

www.mayfairgames.com

---

**Featured Item**

**BREMERHAVEN**

Acquire ships, goods, and contracts in your quest for influence and prosperity in this nautical-themed, economic game set in the German port city of Bremerhaven. Scheduled to ship in November 2013.

MFG 3502 ........ $55.00

**Featured Item**

**Caverna: The Cave Farmers**

From designer Uwe Rosenberg, creator of the smash-hit Agricola! In Caverna, players take on the role of cave-dwelling, dwarven farmers and miners trying to lead their family to success and prosperity by furnishing the communal cave, mining ore to forge weapons, and clearing the nearby forest to make room for farming and a little animal husbandry. Scheduled to ship in November 2013.

MFG 3501 ...................... $89.99

**Featured Item**

**Discworld: The Witches**

It's not easy being a trainee witch. Early mornings, long days, low to no pay, and a definite lack of health and safety provisions. One day you could be tied up trying to cure farmer Poorchick's sick pig, the next you are fighting back an invasion of elves. Fortunately you are not alone, and just when you feel things are as bad as they can possibly be, Granny Weatherwax will appear to give a helping hand.

The second in the series of games based on the phenomenally successful Discworld books of Sir Terry Pratchett, players in The Witches take on the role of young trainee witches, such as Tiff any Aching and Petulia Gristle, travelling across the land of Lancre helping folks where they can - and fighting evil and other things. Scheduled to ship in October 2013.

MFG 3310 ................................................. $50.00
In February 2014.

The British Expeditionary Force (BEF) would play a notable part. Within an authoritative and well-paced campaign narrative, this absorbing study explains the organization, and tactics. Scheduled to ship in February 2014.

CIVIL WAR: FORT SUMTER TO APPOMATTOX
From the Civil War’s outbreak at Fort Sumter, South Carolina in April 1861 until its conclusion at the Appomattox Court House, more than 10,000 battles, engagements, and skirmishes were recorded across the length and breadth of America. This book explores the political, historical, and cultural significance of the Civil War, AKA the War Between the States, examining its impact on the civilians and military personnel caught up in it. Scheduled to ship in February 2014.

CHALLENGE OF BATTLE: THE REAL STORY OF THE BRITISH ARMY IN 1914
Winston Churchill described the opening campaign of World War I as “a drama never surpassed.” The titanic clash of Europe’s armies in 1914 is one the great stories of 20th-century history, and one in which the British Expeditionary Force (BEF) would play a notable part. Within an authoritative and well-paced campaign narrative, Challenge of Battle re-evaluates the Army’s leadership, organization, and tactics. Scheduled to ship in February 2014.

BROWNING .30-CALIBER MACHINE GUNS
Employing gripping first-hand testimony and featuring specially commissioned illustrations and detailed photographs, this lively study of the Browning .30-caliber machine gun reveals the origins, combat history, and legacy of this versatile and dependable weapon. Scheduled to ship in February 2014.

FRENCH TANKS OF WORLD WAR II (1)
The first volume of this two-part series covers the infantry tanks and battle tanks that served in 1940, starting with the Renault FT of World War I fame and the modernization of the FT in the inter-war years. Scheduled to ship in February 2014.

OSPREY PUBLISHING

A FISTFUL OF KUNG FU - HONG KONG MOVIE WARGAME RULES
Powered by the popular Gameshala Games rules system, A Fistful of Kung Fu is set in a modern world walking a precarious line between the technological advances of next-generation technology and the tradition and mysticism of ancient cultures. Here, Kung Fu schools face off in no-holds barred martial arts tournaments, evil corporations hire hitmen and infiltrators to steal each other’s secrets, overworked SWAT teams respond to street-level gunfights between feuding Triad and Yakuza clans, and ancient artifacts are sought by hopping vampires and cyborgs alike, each seeking to harness the power of the Four Dragon Kings and control the world. Scheduled to ship in February 2014.

CHALLENGE OF BATTLE: TO APPOMATTOX

A FISTFUL OF KUNG FU - HONG KONG MOVIE WARGAME RULES

FRENCH TANKS OF WORLD WAR II (1)

MODERN AFRICAN WARS (4)
From Belgian and French paratroops to Che Guevara and CIA funded Cuban B-26 pilots, the Congo has been a hotbed of African conflict in the late 20th century. Featuring specially commissioned, full-color artwork and rare photographs, this is the harrowing story of the wars that ravaged Congo for four decades. Scheduled to ship in February 2014.

KILL ROMMEL! - OPERATION FLIPPER 1941
British Commandos attempted to assassinate Rommel, the Desert Fox, in a daring special forces raid in North Africa during World War II. Scheduled to ship in February 2014.

OPERATION NEPTUNE 1944
June 6th, 1944: the largest fleet in history landed Eisenhower’s Allied army on the beaches of Normandy against Erwin Rommel’s Nazi German defenses. Operation Neptune was the greatest naval operation ever undertaken, and almost seventy years on from D-Day, the story of the greatest armada seen in world history is still not widely known. With the forthcoming anniversary of D-Day in 2014, the time is right for the story to be told again in the style of the Campaign series. Scheduled to ship in February 2014.
OFFERED AGAIN

Q SHIP VS U-BOAT
At the start of World War I a new and potent threat to Britain’s naval supremacy took shape in the form of the Kaiser’s Imperial German submarines. A submarine’s crew could not board and capture a merchant ship, thus U-boat captains were ordered to surface, rendering the U-boat highly vulnerable to attack. This enabled the Royal Navy to counter the submarine threat with vessels whose outward appearance was that of a merchantman, but which kept hidden an arsenal of weapons that would spring to life if a U-boat surfaced – the Q-ships. Scheduled to ship in February 2014.
OSP DUE05? .........................................................$18.95

USA F F/E-111
UNITED STATES ARMED FORCES
The General Dynamics F-111 was one of the most technologically innovative designs among military aircraft, introducing the variable-sweep wing, terrain-following radar, military-rated afterburning turbofan engines, and a self-contained escape module among other features. Designed as a cost-saving, multi-role interceptor, naval fighter and strike bomber, its evolution prioritized the latter role and it became the USAF’s most effective long-range strike aircraft during three decades of service. Scheduled to ship in February 2014.
OSP COM102 ......................................................$22.95

US WORLD WAR II PARACHUTE INFANTRY REGIMENTS
From North Africa, Sicily, and Italy, to Normandy and Holland, the Battle of the Bulge, into the heart of Nazi Germany, and also in jungle battles in the Pacific the parachute infantry regiments were among the most highly decorated US Army units of World War II, and between them they saw action right across the world. This engaging study traces the story of each of the 17 regiments, from their creation and training in the USA, through their deployments overseas, to their combat jumps and all their battles. Scheduled to ship in February 2014.
OSP EL1198 .........................................................$18.95

PATHFINDER: BEGINNER BOX
The Only Limit is Your Imagination! Take your first step into an exciting world of fantasy adventure with the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game Beginner Box! Within you’ll find simple rules to create and customize your own hero, as well as a robust system to run your character through challenging adventures and deadly battles against villainous monsters like goblins and dragons! The Pathfinder RPG Beginner Box includes a 64-page Heroes Handbook; a 96-page Game Master’s Guide; a set of seven high-impact polyhedral dice; more than 80 full-color pawns depicting tens of heroes, monsters, and even a fearsome black dragon; four pregenerated character sheets and four blank character sheets; and a durable, reusable, double-sided Flip-Mat play surface. Scheduled to ship in February 2014.
PZO 1119-1 .........................................................$34.99

PATHFINDER ADVENTURE CARD GAME: FORTRESS OF THE STONE GIANTS ADVENTURE DECK
Fend off a stone giant invasion, raid magical dungeons, and unlock the mystery of an ancient empire with the Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Fortress of the Stone Giants Adventure Deck. This 110-card expansion to the Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Rise of the Runelords Base Set includes new locations, monsters, villains, loot, and more, as well as five new scenarios that constitute the complete Fortress of the Stone Giants adventure. Scheduled to ship in February 2014.
PZO 6004 .........................................................$19.99

PATHFINDER ADVENTURE PATH: MUMMYS MASK PART 1 – THE HALF-DEAD CITY
The Mummy’s Mask Adventure Path begins with The Half-Dead City, an exciting new adventure in the pyramid-laden realm of Osirion, Land of Pharaohs! In Wati, the half-city, the church of Pharasma holds a lottery allowing explorers to delve the tombs of the city’s vast necropolis in search of the nation’s lost glories. In the course of investigating dusty tombs and fighting their ancient guardians and devious traps, the heroes encounter a rival adventuring group intent on keeping one tomb’s treasures for themselves. Can the adventurers defeat their rivals, or will they join the undead defenders of the city’s necropolis? Kicking off the Mummy’s Mask Adventure Path, The Half-Dead City is a Pathfinder Roleplaying Game adventure for 1st-level characters. Scheduled to ship in February 2014.
PZO 9079 .........................................................$22.99
**PATHFINDER: STRATEGY GUIDE**

Learn to improve your play and master the game with the *Pathfinder RPG: Strategy Guide*! This user-friendly, step-by-step, illustrated strategy guide offers invaluable advice on how to create a character - from the formation of a concept to selecting the best options to breathe life into them. This guide also includes rules for advancing your character from humble beginnings to the heights of power. Scheduled to ship in February 2014.

PZO 1128 ........................... $29.99

---

**PATHFINDER TALES: SKINWALKERS**

by Wendy N. Wagner

As a young woman, Jendara left the cold northern islands of the Ironbound Archipelago to find her fortune. Now, many years later, she’s forsaken her buccaneer ways and returned home in search of a simpler life, where she can raise her young son Kran in peace. When a strange clan of shape-shifting raiders pillages her home, however, there’s no choice for Jendara but to take up her axes once again to help the islanders defend all they hold dear! Scheduled to ship in February 2014.

PZO 8519 ........................... $9.99

---

**DEAD REIGN RPG: SOURCEBOOK 4 - FEAR THE REAPER**

Join the legendary Road Reapers as the struggle for survival pits bikers against zombies out on the highways and streets of a world stalked by the walking dead. Like knights mounted on motorcycles, they travel the wasteland that Earth has become, searching for survivors, fighting zombies, and waging war against the Death Cults that threaten all mankind. Scheduled to ship in November 2013.

PAL 0234 ........................... $12.95

---

**PALLADIUM BOOKS**

**PANDASAURUS GAMES**

**LOST VALLEY: THE YUKON GOLDRUSH OF 1896**

“Gold, Gold, Gold - a Ton of Gold!” This was the Seattle headline heard around the world, announcing the discovery of great stores of gold in the Klondike, and heralding the beginning of an exodus of would-be prospectors dreaming of a better life midst the financial recessions and bank failures of the 1890s. Gold Rush Hysteria was pulsing through the veins of the country and tens of thousands were willing to risk it all for the chance to have it all. Lost Valley is a game about the Klondike stampede that rushed north. So, grab your horse, your pack, and your whiskey, because the Gold Fever is raging in the Yukon. Hordes will go, many will turn back (or die!), but some will achieve their wildest dreams! Scheduled to ship in January 2014.

PAN 03 .............................. $59.95

---

**MADE IN USA**

Find Your Store

www.mayfairgames.com

Copyright © Mayfair Games, Inc. 2013
FOOL’S GOLD
In Fool’s Gold, players are investors sending prospectors on a quest for prosperity during the gold rush of 1849. Scheduled to ship in December 2013. PGS 106 ................. $50.00

PLAIN HAT GAMES
Survivor Odyssey: Dead of Winter
Survivor Odyssey: Dead of Winter is a story-centric game about surviving through a harsh winter in an apocalyptic world. The survivors are all dealing with their own psychological imperatives, but must still find a way to work together to fight off outside threats, resolve crises, find food and supplies, and keep the colony’s morale up. Scheduled to ship in February 2014. PSI PHGDOW01 ...................... $49.95

POKÉMON COMPANY INTERNATIONAL
Pokémon TCG: Black & White Treasures Booster Assortment
Legends lost are recovered, buried treasures are found, and the Pokémon TCG: Black & White Legendary Treasures expansion, Pokémon as you’ve never seen them will dazzle you! Discover new Pokémon-EX, as well as the return of mighty champions. Find new Trainer cards to revolutionize your battle strategy! Command your forces and drive onward to victory! Locate the scattered jewels of the Radiant Collection! And, above all, hunt for the golden glimmers that signify an amazing find: 10 cards per pack / 36 packs per display. Scheduled to ship in November 2013. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability. PUI 10846-D ....................... PI

Pokémon TCG: XY - Kalos Starter Set Deluxe Deck Display (6)
Show your strength with Chespin! Burn up the opposition with Fennekin! It’s one easy way to victory with Froakie! Which Pokémon will you choose to begin your exciting journey? Offered in 6-count displays, each Kalos deluxe, 60-card starter deck includes plus four additional Warlock cards, to bring new strategies to your Trollblood, Circle Ortharos, Skorne, and Legion of Everblight decks. Scheduled to ship in January 2014. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability. PUI 10851-D ....................... PI

PRIVATEER PRESS
CONVERGENCE OF CYRISS ERADICATORS UNIT (PLASTIC)
PPI 36110 ......................... $49.99

CONVERGENCE OF CYRISS ELIMINATION SERVITORS SOLOS (WHITE METAL)
PPI 36027 ......................... $11.99

WARMACHINE
WARMACHINE
Scheduled to ship in January 2014.

HIGH COMMAND DBG: HORDES - SAVAGE GUARDIANS EXPANSION SET
Expand Your Command! Bolster your armies with Savage Guardians, an 84-card expansion for Hordes High Command! Savage Guardians contains five copies each of 16 different cards, plus four additional Warlock cards, to bring new strategies to your Trollblood, Circle Ortharos, Skorne, and Legion of Everblight decks. Scheduled to ship in January 2014. PIP 61013 ......................... $15.99

VENETIA
Played across three epochs (Rise, Apogee, and Struggle), players in Venetia compete to become the most prosperous and influential noble family in the history of the Serenissima Republic, taking part in the centuries-long struggle that shaped the long history of the Republic of Venice. You control a patrician household, vying for power against other families and the rise of competing powers against The Republic. To gain clout and fortune, you must extend your influence beyond the city, using commerce, diplomacy, or military strength. As your authority spreads, the power of Venice itself increases and distant ports fall under the sway of the Serenissima. Meanwhile, you must compete within the city for the coveted title of Doge - the head of the government. Scheduled to ship in November 2013. PGS 105 ......................... $65.00

TOKAIDO: CROSSROADS
The Tokaido is ready to unveil a few more treasures for the most faithful travelers: cherry trees in full bloom, luxurious bathhouses, good luck charms, calligraphy, legendary objects, and even clandestine gambling rooms are now part of the journey! Crossroads will open up new doors and many new possibilities to make the journey even richer and more strategic. Scheduled to ship in November 2013. PGS FNFYXDCRU ..................... $25.00

POKÉMON TCG: XY - Kalos Starter Set
Pokémon TCG: Black & White Treasures Booster Assortment
Pokémon is Here to Energize Your Game! Now, for the very first time, Eevee and all its evolutions can be found in one place - the Pokémon TCG: Sylveon Collection! Swirl the offerings of your collection with the Pokémon TCG: Sylveon Collection packed with four Black & White Series booster packs, Sylveon and all the Eevee evolutions as a special foil card, plus four Pokémon TCG: Black & White Series booster packs, and a bonus code. Scheduled to ship in November 2013. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability. PUI 10858 ......................... PI

POKÉMON TCG: Sylveon Collection
Sylveon is Here to Energize Your Game! Now, for the very first time, Eevee and all its evolutions can be found in one place - the Pokémon TCG: Sylveon Collection! Swirl the offerings of your collection with the Pokémon TCG: Sylveon Collection packed with four Black & White Series booster packs, Sylveon and all the Eevee evolutions as a special foil card, plus four Pokémon TCG: Black & White Series booster packs, and a bonus code. Scheduled to ship in November 2013. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability. PUI 10858 ......................... PI

POKÉMON TCG: XY - Kalos Starter Set
Pokémon TCG: Black & White Treasures Booster Assortment
Pokémon is Here to Energize Your Game! Now, for the very first time, Eevee and all its evolutions can be found in one place - the Pokémon TCG: Sylveon Collection! Swirl the offerings of your collection with the Pokémon TCG: Sylveon Collection packed with four Black & White Series booster packs, Sylveon and all the Eevee evolutions as a special foil card, plus four Pokémon TCG: Black & White Series booster packs, and a bonus code. Scheduled to ship in November 2013. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability. PUI 10858 ......................... PI

POKÉMON TCG: Sylveon Collection
Sylveon is Here to Energize Your Game! Now, for the very first time, Eevee and all its evolutions can be found in one place - the Pokémon TCG: Sylveon Collection! Swirl the offerings of your collection with the Pokémon TCG: Sylveon Collection packed with four Black & White Series booster packs, Sylveon and all the Eevee evolutions as a special foil card, plus four Pokémon TCG: Black & White Series booster packs, and a bonus code. Scheduled to ship in November 2013. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability. PUI 10858 ......................... PI

POKÉMON TCG: XY - Kalos Starter Set
Pokémon TCG: Black & White Treasures Booster Assortment
Pokémon is Here to Energize Your Game! Now, for the very first time, Eevee and all its evolutions can be found in one place - the Pokémon TCG: Sylveon Collection! Swirl the offerings of your collection with the Pokémon TCG: Sylveon Collection packed with four Black & White Series booster packs, Sylveon and all the Eevee evolutions as a special foil card, plus four Pokémon TCG: Black & White Series booster packs, and a bonus code. Scheduled to ship in November 2013. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability. PUI 10858 ......................... PI

POKÉMON TCG: Sylveon Collection
Sylveon is Here to Energize Your Game! Now, for the very first time, Eevee and all its evolutions can be found in one place - the Pokémon TCG: Sylveon Collection! Swirl the offerings of your collection with the Pokémon TCG: Sylveon Collection packed with four Black & White Series booster packs, Sylveon and all the Eevee evolutions as a special foil card, plus four Pokémon TCG: Black & White Series booster packs, and a bonus code. Scheduled to ship in November 2013. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability. PUI 10858 ......................... PI

POKÉMON TCG: Sylveon Collection
Sylveon is Here to Energize Your Game! Now, for the very first time, Eevee and all its evolutions can be found in one place - the Pokémon TCG: Sylveon Collection! Swirl the offerings of your collection with the Pokémon TCG: Sylveon Collection packed with four Black & White Series booster packs, Sylveon and all the Eevee evolutions as a special foil card, plus four Pokémon TCG: Black & White Series booster packs, and a bonus code. Scheduled to ship in November 2013. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability. PUI 10858 ......................... PI
QUIXOTIC GAMES

Tzolk'in: The Mayan Calendar - Tribes and Prophecies

In Tzolk'in: The Mayan Calendar - Tribes & Prophecies, each player now becomes the leader of a particular tribe, each with a special ability which they can utilize. There are 13 tribes in total, each influenced by 3 prophecies that are revealed ahead of time and fulfilled when the time is right. This expansion also introduces new components to allow 6 player games and several new buildings. Scheduled to ship in November 2013.

RIO GRANDE GAMES

Galaxy Trucker: The Latest Models

Galaxy Trucker: The Latest Models consists of new game boards for 2-5 players with new model C spaceships. Class 1C and 2C came on the same game board with color denoting spaces that can be used in 2C, but not in 1C. A structural rift down the center of the spaceship requires universal connectors to connect only with other universal connectors when bridging this rift. So much for their universality! Scheduled to ship in November 2013.

LANDING FIELD SET

SGS DWSCD8

$48.00

POLISH-LITHUANIAN

COMMONWEALTH AIRCADE

SGS DWAL27

$88.00

SPARTAN GAMES

Dystopian Wars

Scheduled to ship in November 2013.

Harbour Set

SGS DWSCD7

$56.00

Barricade Accessories

SGS GSM517

$43.00

SWORDS OF KOS

Located in the southeastern quarter of the wine-dark Aegean Sea, the City-Island of Kos surfaced in the wake of the devastation wrought from a volcanic cataclysm that tore apart the island of Thera and threw the world into chaos a century earlier. Now a bustling metropolis, harbor, and home to innumerable merchants, rogues, adventurers, thieves, mercenaries, harlots, hedge-wizards, cultists, and other transients, Kos enjoys a cultural and economic resurgence dedicated to the god Hermes and committed to commerce. Swords of Kos serves as a perfect jumping-off point for any fantasy adventure. Scheduled to ship in January 2014.

Firestorm Armada 2.0 Hardback Rulebook

Space Just Got Deadlier! Take control of armadas of colossal star ships in a war that threatens to rip entire empires apart in Firestorm Armada! With collaboration from a worldwide community of gamers, the Firestorm Armada 2.0 Hardback Rulebook offers a whole host of enhancements that turn Firestorm Armada into an even more exciting and engaging game. In this latest edition you’ll find more distinct playstyles across the core factions, greater racial tactical diversity, Tactical Strikes to take out key systems on an enemy vessel, faster and deadlier rules for Carriers and their Short-Range Spacecraft, new Fleet Building systems, rules for dynamic moving Terrain, smoother Boarding Assault rules, and brand-new Weapon Types to crush your enemies! Scheduled to ship in November 2013.

SHADOWS OF THE CORE

Concordia

2,000 years ago, the Roman Empire ruled the lands around the Mediterranean Sea. With peace at the borders, harmony inside the provinces, uniform law, and a common currency, the economy thrived and gave rise to mighty Roman dynasties as they expanded throughout the numerous cities. Guide one of these dynasties and send colonists to remote realms of the Empire, develop your trade network, and appease the ancient gods to curry their favor - all to gain the chance to emerge victorious in Concordia. Scheduled to ship in November 2013.

Swords of Kos

Located in the southeastern quarter of the wine-dark Aegean Sea, the City-Island of Kos surfaced in the wake of the devastation wrought from a volcanic cataclysm that tore apart the island of Thera and threw the world into chaos a century earlier. Now a bustling metropolis, harbor, and home to innumerable merchants, rogues, adventurers, thieves, mercenaries, harlots, hedge-wizards, cultists, and other transients, Kos enjoys a cultural and economic resurgence dedicated to the god Hermes and committed to commerce. Swords of Kos serves as a perfect jumping-off point for any fantasy adventure. Scheduled to ship in January 2014.

Firestorm Armada 2.0 Hardback Rulebook

Space Just Got Deadlier! Take control of armadas of colossal star ships in a war that threatens to rip entire empires apart in Firestorm Armada! With collaboration from a worldwide community of gamers, the Firestorm Armada 2.0 Hardback Rulebook offers a whole host of enhancements that turn Firestorm Armada into an even more exciting and engaging game. In this latest edition you’ll find more distinct playstyles across the core factions, greater racial tactical diversity, Tactical Strikes to take out key systems on an enemy vessel, faster and deadlier rules for Carriers and their Short-Range Spacecraft, new Fleet Building systems, rules for dynamic moving Terrain, smoother Boarding Assault rules, and brand-new Weapon Types to crush your enemies! Scheduled to ship in November 2013.

Swords of Kos

Located in the southeastern quarter of the wine-dark Aegean Sea, the City-Island of Kos surfaced in the wake of the devastation wrought from a volcanic cataclysm that tore apart the island of Thera and threw the world into chaos a century earlier. Now a bustling metropolis, harbor, and home to innumerable merchants, rogues, adventurers, thieves, mercenaries, harlots, hedge-wizards, cultists, and other transients, Kos enjoys a cultural and economic resurgence dedicated to the god Hermes and committed to commerce. Swords of Kos serves as a perfect jumping-off point for any fantasy adventure. Scheduled to ship in January 2014.

Concordia

2,000 years ago, the Roman Empire ruled the lands around the Mediterranean Sea. With peace at the borders, harmony inside the provinces, uniform law, and a common currency, the economy thrived and gave rise to mighty Roman dynasties as they expanded throughout the numerous cities. Guide one of these dynasties and send colonists to remote realms of the Empire, develop your trade network, and appease the ancient gods to curry their favor - all to gain the chance to emerge victorious in Concordia. Scheduled to ship in November 2013.

Firestorm Armada 2.0 Hardback Rulebook

Space Just Got Deadlier! Take control of armadas of colossal star ships in a war that threatens to rip entire empires apart in Firestorm Armada! With collaboration from a worldwide community of gamers, the Firestorm Armada 2.0 Hardback Rulebook offers a whole host of enhancements that turn Firestorm Armada into an even more exciting and engaging game. In this latest edition you’ll find more distinct playstyles across the core factions, greater racial tactical diversity, Tactical Strikes to take out key systems on an enemy vessel, faster and deadlier rules for Carriers and their Short-Range Spacecraft, new Fleet Building systems, rules for dynamic moving Terrain, smoother Boarding Assault rules, and brand-new Weapon Types to crush your enemies! Scheduled to ship in November 2013.

Swords of Kos

Located in the southeastern quarter of the wine-dark Aegean Sea, the City-Island of Kos surfaced in the wake of the devastation wrought from a volcanic cataclysm that tore apart the island of Thera and threw the world into chaos a century earlier. Now a bustling metropolis, harbor, and home to innumerable merchants, rogues, adventurers, thieves, mercenaries, harlots, hedge-wizards, cultists, and other transients, Kos enjoys a cultural and economic resurgence dedicated to the god Hermes and committed to commerce. Swords of Kos serves as a perfect jumping-off point for any fantasy adventure. Scheduled to ship in January 2014.

Concordia

2,000 years ago, the Roman Empire ruled the lands around the Mediterranean Sea. With peace at the borders, harmony inside the provinces, uniform law, and a common currency, the economy thrived and gave rise to mighty Roman dynasties as they expanded throughout the numerous cities. Guide one of these dynasties and send colonists to remote realms of the Empire, develop your trade network, and appease the ancient gods to curry their favor - all to gain the chance to emerge victorious in Concordia. Scheduled to ship in November 2013.

Firestorm Armada 2.0 Hardback Rulebook

Space Just Got Deadlier! Take control of armadas of colossal star ships in a war that threatens to rip entire empires apart in Firestorm Armada! With collaboration from a worldwide community of gamers, the Firestorm Armada 2.0 Hardback Rulebook offers a whole host of enhancements that turn Firestorm Armada into an even more exciting and engaging game. In this latest edition you’ll find more distinct playstyles across the core factions, greater racial tactical diversity, Tactical Strikes to take out key systems on an enemy vessel, faster and deadlier rules for Carriers and their Short-Range Spacecraft, new Fleet Building systems, rules for dynamic moving Terrain, smoother Boarding Assault rules, and brand-new Weapon Types to crush your enemies! Scheduled to ship in November 2013.

Swords of Kos

Located in the southeastern quarter of the wine-dark Aegean Sea, the City-Island of Kos surfaced in the wake of the devastation wrought from a volcanic cataclysm that tore apart the island of Thera and threw the world into chaos a century earlier. Now a bustling metropolis, harbor, and home to innumerable merchants, rogues, adventurers, thieves, mercenaries, harlots, hedge-wizards, cultists, and other transients, Kos enjoys a cultural and economic resurgence dedicated to the god Hermes and committed to commerce. Swords of Kos serves as a perfect jumping-off point for any fantasy adventure. Scheduled to ship in January 2014.

Concordia

2,000 years ago, the Roman Empire ruled the lands around the Mediterranean Sea. With peace at the borders, harmony inside the provinces, uniform law, and a common currency, the economy thrived and gave rise to mighty Roman dynasties as they expanded throughout the numerous cities. Guide one of these dynasties and send colonists to remote realms of the Empire, develop your trade network, and appease the ancient gods to curry their favor - all to gain the chance to emerge victorious in Concordia. Scheduled to ship in November 2013.

Firestorm Armada 2.0 Hardback Rulebook

Space Just Got Deadlier! Take control of armadas of colossal star ships in a war that threatens to rip entire empires apart in Firestorm Armada! With collaboration from a worldwide community of gamers, the Firestorm Armada 2.0 Hardback Rulebook offers a whole host of enhancements that turn Firestorm Armada into an even more exciting and engaging game. In this latest edition you’ll find more distinct playstyles across the core factions, greater racial tactical diversity, Tactical Strikes to take out key systems on an enemy vessel, faster and deadlier rules for Carriers and their Short-Range Spacecraft, new Fleet Building systems, rules for dynamic moving Terrain, smoother Boarding Assault rules, and brand-new Weapon Types to crush your enemies! Scheduled to ship in November 2013.
If you are interested in what you see on these pages, ask your local retailer to reserve it for you!

### Teleporter Accessories

SGS SGSS15 .......................... $35.00

### Troll Lord Games

**Dungeon & Dragons RPG: Booster 1 Expansion**

This set of eight hero cards featuring characters you may not use in your main campaign, but who can still be powerful allies and worthy competitors. Scheduled to ship in October 2013.

PST TTT003 ............................... $4.95

### Tasty Minstrel Games

**Captains of Industry**

Use your best business acumen to come out on top and show the world that you are a true Captain of Industry! As a captain of industry, you will vie for domination in the cutthroat arena of the marketplace, and depend on your opponents to fuel your expansion as they exploit your production for their own gain. Supply and demand are king in this player-driven marketplace! Scheduled to ship in February 2014.

PST TTT011 ............................... $69.95

**City Hall**

Stakes are high in the Big Apple! In your bid to become Mayor, you will send your staffers to the seven City Hall offices and bid off their benefits to build parks and buildings to secure the votes of the populace. You can accept your rivals influence, or pay your own to keep the benefit to yourself. Leverage your money and influence to win the voters’ approval and become the next Mayor of New York in City Hall! Scheduled to ship in February 2014.

PST TTT1010 ............................... $59.95

### Twilight Creations

**Cthulhu!!!: Hastur La Vista, Baby!**

Cthulhu!!!: Hastur La Vista, Baby! thrusts you into a desperate fight against elder forces from beyond space and time. You place the stalwart private detectives and quick-thinking girl Fridays who’ve stumbled onto the Cult of Hastur’s plans, and it’s your job to find and sanctify enough ritual sites to prevent the King in Yellow’s arrival. Powered by the Cthulhu!!! system, Cthulhu!!!: Hastur La Vista, Baby! features an ever-changing map of downtown Kingsport, a 1920s Lovecraft Country city besieged by deranged cultists, frightening creatures from beyond the stars, and an endless supply of mythos mayhem. Scheduled to ship in February 2014.

TUC 2500 ............................... $34.99

**Castles & Crusades RPG: Players Guide to the Haunted Highlands**

The Player’s Guide to the Haunted Highlands includes new player content for your Castles & Crusades campaign, including new racial variants, class specializations, and new spells, as well as a comprehensive gazetteer to the Haunted Highlands. Scheduled to ship in December 2013.

IMP TGLB512 ............................... $19.99

**Castles & Crusades RPG: Night of Spirits**

At the end of each year comes the month and holiday of Samonios - Samhain, Nos Galan Gaeaf, or Halloween. This is the time when the veil between this world and the next is drawn together and monsters, gods, and the spirits of ancestors wander amongst us. Night of Spirits thrusts players into the heart of Nos Galan Gaeaf, bringing them face-to-face with the Otherworld and the true horrors of the holiday! Night of Spirits is a Castles & Crusades adventure for 3-5 characters of 4th-6th level. Scheduled to ship in December 2013.

IMP TGLB327 ............................... $6.99

**Castles & Crusades RPG: Codex Nordica**

From Odin’s Ravens to the Jotun fortress of Gymnirheim, the Codex Nordica plunges into the myths and cultures of the Viking! Introducing a host of new wizardry and enchantments, as well as warrior gods and battle craft, this Castles & Crusades sourcebook explores the Nine Worlds of the northmen - the legends and myths, and the magical creatures, gods, heroes, giants, and monsters that peopled them. Scheduled to ship in December 2013.

IMP TGLB311 ............................... $19.99

### Ultra Pro

**General’s Order: Poison Master Deck Protector**

Scheduled to ship in November 2013.

NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.

DISPLAY (12) UPR 84127-D ........................ PI
PACK UPR 84127-S ........................ PI

**Gold Standard Size Deck Protector**

Scheduled to ship in November 2013.

NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.

DISPLAY (12) UPR 84209-D ........................ PI
PACK UPR 84209-S ........................ PI

**Artist Gallery Playmats**

Scheduled to ship in December 2013.

LIGHT BLUE UPR 84246 ........................ PI
LIME GREEN UPR 84233 ........................ PI
ORANGE UPR 84231 ........................ PI
PINK UPR 84234 ........................ PI
PURPLE UPR 84230 ........................ PI
YELLOW UPR 84232 ........................ PI
**Generals Order: Poison Master Full View Deck Box**
Scheduled to ship in November 2013.
UPR 84225

**Grumpy Cat Deck Box**
Scheduled to ship in November 2013.
UPR 84215

**Magic the Gathering: Born of the Gods Deck Box**
Scheduled to ship in February 2014.
Volume 1
UPR 86142
Volume 2
UPR 86143

**Magic the Gathering: Born of the Gods Play Mats**
Scheduled to ship in February 2014.
Volume 1
UPR 86144
Volume 2
UPR 86145
Volume 3
UPR 86146
Volume 4
UPR 86147
Volume 5
UPR 86148

**Magic the Gathering: Born of the Gods Pro Binder**
Scheduled to ship in February 2014.
UPR 86149

**Nyan Cat: Nyan Ninjina Cat Deck Protector**
Scheduled to ship in November 2013.
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
DISPLAY (12)
UPR 84239-D
PACK
UPR 84239-S

**Pokémon Red and White Deck Box**
Scheduled to ship in November 2013.
UPR 84213

**Pro Binders**
Scheduled to ship in January 2014.
Black
UPR 84194
Blue
UPR 84193
Green
UPR 84196
Red
UPR 84195
White
UPR 84192

**Pro-Matte Lime Green Small Size Deck Protector**
Scheduled to ship in December 2013. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
DECK PROTECTOR
UPR 84272-S
DISPLAY (10)
UPR 84272-D

**Pro-Matte Orange Small Size Deck Protector**
Scheduled to ship in December 2013. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
DECK PROTECTOR
UPR 84266-S
DISPLAY (10)
UPR 84266-D

**Pro-Matte Pink Small Size Deck Protector**
Scheduled to ship in December 2013. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
DECK PROTECTOR
UPR 84267-S
DISPLAY (10)
UPR 84267-D

**Pro-Matte Purple Small Size Deck Protector**
Scheduled to ship in December 2013. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
DECK PROTECTOR
UPR 84269-S
DISPLAY (10)
UPR 84269-D

**Pro-Matte Red Small Size Deck Protector**
Scheduled to ship in December 2013. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
DECK PROTECTOR
UPR 84263-S
DISPLAY (10)
UPR 84263-D

**Nyan Cat: Valentynyan Cat Side Loading Deck Box**
Scheduled to ship in November 2013.
UPR 84244

**Pro-Matte Blue Small Size Deck Protector**
Scheduled to ship in December 2013. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
DECK PROTECTOR
UPR 84264-S
DISPLAY (10)
UPR 84264-D

**Pro-Matte Brown Small Size Deck Protector**
Scheduled to ship in December 2013. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
DECK PROTECTOR
UPR 84271-S
DISPLAY (10)
UPR 84271-D

**Pro-Matte Green Small Size Deck Protector**
Scheduled to ship in December 2013. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
DECK PROTECTOR
UPR 84265-S
DISPLAY (10)
UPR 84265-D

**Pro-Matte Light Blue Small Size Deck Protector**
Scheduled to ship in December 2013. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
DECK PROTECTOR
UPR 84270-S
DISPLAY (10)
UPR 84270-D
**HELLO KITTY AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL TRADING CARDS SERIES 1 TIN**
Each Hello Kitty America the Beautiful Trading Cards Series 1 Tin contains two mini-figures, eight regular cards, one Scratch n’ Sniff Card, one State Drawings Card, and a Monuments Card, plus an insert card showing all 12 Kitties. Scheduled to ship in November 2013. UDC 76712

**HELLO KITTY AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL TRADING CARDS SERIES 2 GRAVITY FEED DISPLAY (36)**
Join Hello Kitty as she travels throughout the United States of America! Series 2 takes Hello Kitty to many wonderful states, including Hawaii, Arizona, Nebraska, and New Jersey! Continue to collect Sticker Cards in every pack, while more popular Scratch n’ Sniff Cards return, including fun scents from Washington, Pennsylvania, Vermont, Illinois, and Texas! And, watch Hello Kitty as she hits the trail to famous Monuments and see which State Drawings cards round out her adventures throughout America! Each pack contains one Collectible Mini-Figure, four regular Card Stickers, one Scratch n’ Sniff Card, one State Drawings Card, and a Monuments Card. 36 packs per box. Scheduled to ship in November 2013. UDC 79946-D

**HELLO KITTY AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL TRADING CARDS SERIES 2 MAILBOX**
The Hello Kitty America the Beautiful Trading Cards Series 2 Mailbox contains two packs and a collectible postcard. Scheduled to ship in November 2013. UDC 79952

**GAMES**

**PRO-MATTE YELLOW SMALL SIZE DECK PROTECTORS**
Scheduled to ship in December 2013. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.

**DECK PROTECTOR**
UPR B4268-1-S
DISPLAY (10) .................................. PI
UPR B4268-D .................................. PI

**SEMI RIGID WHITE PLASTIC DIVIDERS**
Scheduled to ship in February 2014. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability. UPR 01229

**EMPIRE 2**

**THE UPPER DECK COMPANY**

**VAN RYDER GAMES**

**HELLO KITTY AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL TRADING CARDS SERIES 2 GRAVITY FEED DISPLAY (36)**
Join Hello Kitty as she travels throughout the United States of America! Series 2 takes Hello Kitty to many wonderful states, including Hawaii, Arizona, Nebraska, and New Jersey! Continue to collect Sticker Cards in every pack, while more popular Scratch n’ Sniff Cards return, including fun scents from Washington, Pennsylvania, Vermont, Illinois, and Texas! And, watch Hello Kitty as she hits the trail to famous Monuments and see which State Drawings cards round out her adventures throughout America! Each pack contains one Collectible Mini-Figure, four regular Card Stickers, one Scratch n’ Sniff Card, one State Drawings Card, and a Monuments Card. 36 packs per box. Scheduled to ship in November 2013. UDC 79946-D

**HELLO KITTY AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL TRADING CARDS SERIES 2 MAILBOX**
The Hello Kitty America the Beautiful Trading Cards Series 2 Mailbox contains two packs and a collectible postcard. Scheduled to ship in November 2013. UDC 79952

**LEGENDARY DBG: SPIDER-MAN EXPANSION**
Get your Spider-senses tingling with this 100-card expansion for Legendary: A Marvel Deck Building Game! Introducing new Heros, Villain Groups, and Masterminds, the Spider-Man Expansion allows players to create their own, powerful combos, combining their Heros’ awesome abilities to take down nasty Marvel Masterminds like the Evil Carnage! Plus, all original art now features four pieces of unique art per hero! Scheduled to ship in February 2014.

**CANDLE QUEST**
Be the first to collect your candles and light your Menorah in Candle Quest Scheduled to ship in January 2014.

**TRIESTE**
The Shogun has declared an end to clan warfare. To resolve disputes, clans must face-off in a competitive hunt for eight animals - and the only weapon allowed is the tessan, a Japanese war fan used for attack and defense. Tessan is a fast-paced card game of wits and warriors featuring simultaneous, real-time play. Scheduled to ship in January 2014.

**BOLT ACTION: PEGASUS BRIDGE**
Intrepid British Paratroopers assault a German-held bridge in the hours before D-Day in Bolt Action: Pegasus Bridge! The mission, in the opening minutes of the Normandy landings, was to capture the Benouville Bridge and the nearby Ranville Bridge in order to prevent German reinforcements from reaching the beaches, where Allied forces were pouring ashore. 180 men, led by Major John Howard, landed close to their targets in gliders. Using the element of surprise, they were tasked with seizing the bridges, and more importantly, hold them against the inevitable German counter attack. Scheduled to ship in December 2013.

**DAYS OF BATTLE: GOLAN HEIGHTS**
The Syrian Army’s attack against Israel on the Golan Heights in October of 1973 caught the Israeli Defense Force by surprise. The first several critical days of that struggle are the subject of Days of Battle: Golan Heights. Scheduled to ship in January 2014.

**IF I’M GOING DOWN**
The only certainty in life….is death! If I’m Going Down, a Dying Card Game (DCG), it’s not about surviving….it’s about taking out as many zombies as you can when you go! Thrust smack-dab in the middle of a hopeless scenario surrounded by an endless horde of undead abominations, players search for weapons, items, and other resources to aid them in their mission (and kill zombies)! But, be wary - you never know when a loved-one-turned zombie may test your willpower and survival instincts. In If I’m Going Down you WILL die! It isn’t a matter of IF, but WHEN. The question is, will you go out as a champ or a chump? Scheduled to ship in December 2013.

**Going Down** is a fast-paced, simultaneous, real-time, card-based game played with two or more players. Scheduled to ship in January 2014.

**WARLORD GAMES**

**VICTORY POINT GAMES,**

**BOLT ACTION: PEGASUS BRIDGE**
Intrepid British Paratroopers assault a German-held bridge in the hours before D-Day in Bolt Action: Pegasus Bridge! The mission, in the opening minutes of the Normandy landings, was to capture the Benouville Bridge and the nearby Ranville Bridge in order to prevent German reinforcements from reaching the beaches, where Allied forces were pouring ashore. 180 men, led by Major John Howard, landed close to their targets in gliders. Using the element of surprise, they were tasked with seizing the bridges, and more importantly, hold them against the inevitable German counter attack. Scheduled to ship in December 2013.

**VICTORY POINT GAMES,**

**BOLT ACTION: PEGASUS BRIDGE**
Intrepid British Paratroopers assault a German-held bridge in the hours before D-Day in Bolt Action: Pegasus Bridge! The mission, in the opening minutes of the Normandy landings, was to capture the Benouville Bridge and the nearby Ranville Bridge in order to prevent German reinforcements from reaching the beaches, where Allied forces were pouring ashore. 180 men, led by Major John Howard, landed close to their targets in gliders. Using the element of surprise, they were tasked with seizing the bridges, and more importantly, hold them against the inevitable German counter attack. Scheduled to ship in December 2013.

**VICTORY POINT GAMES,**

**BOLT ACTION: PEGASUS BRIDGE**
Intrepid British Paratroopers assault a German-held bridge in the hours before D-Day in Bolt Action: Pegasus Bridge! The mission, in the opening minutes of the Normandy landings, was to capture the Benouville Bridge and the nearby Ranville Bridge in order to prevent German reinforcements from reaching the beaches, where Allied forces were pouring ashore. 180 men, led by Major John Howard, landed close to their targets in gliders. Using the element of surprise, they were tasked with seizing the bridges, and more importantly, hold them against the inevitable German counter attack. Scheduled to ship in December 2013.
FEATURED ITEM

GODZILLA

Are you the ultimate puzzler? Test your mettle with Connect with Pieces Puzzle Building Games, the all-new building game where many of the pieces can be played in more than one location. Match up symbols on the puzzle pieces and find the best possible fit to earn points or block your opponent from doing the same. Scheduled to ship in April 2014.

WZK 71490 ........................................................................ $7.99

FEATURED ITEM

THUNDERBOLTS

MARVEL HEROCLIX: DEADPOOL THUNDERBOLTS FAST FORCES PACK

The Red Hulk, Thaddeus Thunderbolt Ross, has assembled a new team to strike at threats no one else will - Deadpool, the Punisher, Elektra, Venom, and the mysterious Mercy make up the all-new Thunderbolts! Featuring six figures with all-new dial designs, two exclusive maps, and a code to unlock exclusive content, this Fast Forces pack is an excellent product for new and established players! Scheduled to ship in May 2014.

WZK 71179 ........................................................................ $16.99

FEATURED ITEM

DIVERGENT MOVIE

Shailene Woodley, Theo James, Jai Courtney, and Kate Winslet star in Divergent, the futuristic action-adventure based on Veronica Roth’s young adult novel. Set in a futuristic dystopia, Divergent follows teenager Beatrice Prior (Woodley), who lives in a society that is divided into five factions. Renaming herself Tris, she leaves her own Abnegation faction to become a Dauntless. But, Tris must first pass a highly competitive physical initiation and determine where an unexpected romance fits into her life. The compelling, futuristic novel is now a blockbuster movie as the Divergent trilogy comes to the silver screen! Celebrate the upcoming release of the Divergent movie with these all-new mini figures! Each hand-painted, collectible mini-figure features detailed sculpts based on the Divergent movie. Also available as a Connect with Pieces Puzzle Building Game and Shuffling the Deck Card Game. Scheduled to ship in December 2013.

COLLECTIBLE FIGURES 24-COUNT GRAVITY FEED WZK 71436 ... $71.76
CONNECT WITH PIECES PUZZLE BUILDING GAME WZK 71434 ... $7.99
SHUFFLING THE DECK CARD GAME WZK 71435 ................. $9.99

FEATURED ITEM

WIZARDS OF THE COAST

MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG: BORN OF THE GODS


NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability. NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories.

BOOSTER DISPLAY (36) WOC BNGBD ....................................................................... $143.64
EVENT DECK DISPLAY (6) WOC BNGEDD .......................................................... $149.94
FAT PACK WOC BNGFAT ... $39.99
INTRO PACK DISPLAY (10) WOC BNGIPD ......................................................... $149.90

FEATURED ITEM

THE HUNGER GAMES: CATCHING FIRE MOVIE CONNECT WITH PIECES PUZZLE BUILDING GAME

It’s a Puzzle and a Game! Are you the ultimate puzzler? Test your mettle with Connect with Pieces Puzzle Building Games, the all-new building game where many of the pieces can be played in more than one location. Match up symbols on the puzzle pieces and find the best possible fit to earn points or block your opponent from doing the same. Plus, ramp up the speed or strategy with two exciting modes of play! Scheduled to ship in October 2013.

WZK 71221 ........................................................................ $12.99
**FEATURED ITEM**

**MARVEL HEROCLIX: DEADPOOL**
The Merc with a Mouth brings his unique brand of mirth and mayhem to the tabletop with Marvel HeroClix: Deadpool! The always-unpredictable Deadpool squares off against friends and foes alike, such as Domino, Daredevil, and the Secret Empire! Featuring more than 80 all-new figures to add to your collection, including the teleporting mutant, Blink, the winning character from the Marvel HeroClix Fan Vote, Marvel HeroClix: Deadpool includes popular sub-themes showcasing Deadpool’s allies and enemies, the Deadpool Corps, and the all-new Thunderbolts! Marvel HeroClix: Deadpool is offered in 10-count Booster Bricks as well as 24-count Gravity Feeds featuring single-figure foil packs highlighting 10 figures from the main set with all-new dial designs and individual character cards. Scheduled to ship in May 2014.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10-COUNT BOOSTER BRICK WZK 71176</td>
<td>$129.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-COUNT GRAVITY FEED WZK 71180</td>
<td>$71.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FEATURED ITEM**

**STAR TREK ATTACK WING EXPANSION PACKS**
Boldly go into battle with these Star Trek Attack Wing Wave 4 Expansion Packs. Scheduled to ship in April 2014.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BIOSHIP ALPHA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WZK 71281</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BORG SPHERE 4270</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WZK 71283</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEDERATION U.S.S. VOYAGER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WZK 71280</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NISTRIM RAIDER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WZK 71282</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OFFERED AGAIN**

**THE HUNGER GAMES: CATCHING FIRE**
O/A THE HUNGER GAMES: CATCHING FIRE MOVIE MINI FIGURES 24-COUNT GRAVITY FEED DISPLAY
The second installment of the compelling Hunger Games movie series is here! Celebrate the upcoming release of the Catching Fire movie with 12 all-new mini figures. Each hand-painted, collectible mini figure features detailed sculpts based on the Catching Fire movie and comes on its own pedestal base featuring the character’s District number.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WZK 71224</td>
<td>$71.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**O/A THE HUNGER GAMES: CATCHING FIRE MOVIE VICTORS GAME**
The Fire Has Started! You and the other rebels are here to see that it keeps burning all the way to the Capitol! Using different card combinations to score points, you must gather the most resources to best aid Katniss and the cause... but, watch out! One of the other players may be a Capitol spy who will attempt to steal victory from you!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WZK 71425</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WOTAN GAMES**

**CAMELOT THE BUILD**
Because Kings Don’t Do Tapestries! Rooted in the Arthurian legend during the late medieval era, Camelot The Build is a tile-laying game of medieval castle building with all sorts of dubious stratagems, cunning tricks, and subtle plays. Scheduled to ship in November 2013.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PSI WTG0410</td>
<td>$40.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**YY CARD WORLD**

**CARDFIGHT VANGUARD TCG: TRIUMPHANT RETURN OF THE KING OF KNIGHTS BOOSTER DISPLAY (30)**
Witness the rebirth of legends with the Triumphant Return of the King of Knights! The Liberators of the Gold Paladin lead the charge against the lethal Narukami Eradicators in an epic clash! This booster pack expansion for Cardfight Vanguard also contains new cards for Royal Paladin, Genesis, Nova Grappler, and Spike Brothers. 5 cards per pack / 30 boosters per display. Scheduled to ship in December 2013. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YCW 400288-D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Z-Man Games**

**Featured Item**

**BRUXELLES 1893**

In Bruxelles 1893, you represent one of the famous architects who established the reputation of Art Nouveau in the Belgian capital. Your assistants help you perform actions such as the construction of Art Nouveau buildings, or creating the works of art that decorate these beautiful homes, which in turn allows you to fund your most beautiful masterpiece! Develop your renown as an architect, increase your influence at the Royal Palace or City Hall, and benefit from public figures that you meet during your theater outings. The architect who gains the most fame wins the game! Scheduled to ship in November 2013.

ZMG 71370 .......................................................... $64.99

**Featured Item**

**CARCASSONNE: SOUTH SEAS**

The South Seas - clear blue waters flow effortlessly around seemingly countless islands, all connected by a sophisticated network of bridges. It is here that the inhabitants of this heavenly paradise frolic about, gathering the gifts granted to them by nature. Fish from the sea, bananas from the island’s trees, and shell collectors showing off their latest find. From time to time, even merchant ships will dock at the islands in search of cargo. The islander who provides the merchants with the wares they seek is well rewarded for their troubles, and crowned King of the South Seas! Scheduled to ship in November 2013.

ZMG 78620 .......................................................... $34.99

**Featured Item**

**Dungeon Petz: Dark Alleys Expansion**

The secret is out! The Dark Alleys are full of wonderful things your pet store needs! Buy a spiked collar from a store that travels on the back of a slug. Consult with a real fortune teller. Take your pet to a psychiatrist. Embrace the latest developments in nano-processing technologies. Learn to manufacture lollipops. Or shop at the black market where you can find just about anything - for a price! You’ll also find new pets, cages, customers, exhibitions, add-ons, and artifacts. Scheduled to ship in November 2013.

ZMG 70931 .......................................................... $39.99

**Featured Item**

**Ginkgopolis: The Experts Expansion**

The success of Ginkgopolis attracts all sorts of experts (artists, engineers, bankers, journalists) who wish to profit from it’s success. Design competitions and advertising campaigns lead to increasingly imposing avant-garde buildings. So imposing, in fact, that it becomes necessary to provide green spaces in order to maintain air quality in this boomtown. And don’t let the speed of construction cause you to forget ISO standards... an occasional inspection will set you straight! Scheduled to ship in November 2013.

ZMG 71201 .......................................................... $34.99

**Featured Item**

**Tash-Kalar: Arena of Legends**

Enter The Arena! Summon Powerful Creatures! Defeat Your Rivals and Make Them Beg For Mercy! Tash-Kalar is the ancient art of magical combat performed in arenas and brawling pits throughout the known world. Here, in the Arena of Legends reserved for masters of magic, two to four Summoners face each other in brutal confrontation, fighting as a team or individually to prove their skill and merit in intense battles. By clever deployment of their minions, players create magic patterns for summoning powerful beings, then unleash them upon their opponent’s forces in deadly duels and cataclysmic clashes. Scheduled to ship in November 2013.

ZMG 71400 .......................................................... $64.99

**Zvezda**

**Spotlight On**

**Cars: Cool Twists Starter Game Set**

The world-famous racers, McQueen and Francesco, are racing off in the race to end all races! Let the race begin with the Cars: Cool Twists Starter Game, featuring two character models with stickers and character cards, 16 modular track tiles, 15 special ability tokens, and one 6-sided die. Scheduled to ship in November 2013.

ZVE 2021 .......................................................... $25.00

**Planes: High Pilotage Starter Game Set**

The sky won’t wait! Warm up your engines and hit the starting line with the Planes: High Pilotage Starter Game, featuring two character models with stickers, stands, and character cards, 20 racing gates, 15 penalty tokens, and a 16-sided die. Scheduled to ship in November 2013.

ZVE 2060 .......................................................... $25.00